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Abstract. Hypergraph partitioning has a wide range of important applications such as VLSI design or scientific
computing. With focus on solution quality, we develop the first multilevel memetic algorithm to tackle the problem.
Key components of our contribution are new effective multilevel recombination and mutation operations that provide a large amount of diversity. We perform a wide range of experiments on a benchmark set containing instances
from application areas such VLSI, SAT solving, social networks, and scientific computing. Compared to the stateof-the-art hypergraph partitioning tools hMetis, PaToH, and KaHyPar, our new algorithm computes the best result
on almost all instances.
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Introduction

Given an undirected hypergraph H = (V, E), the k-way hypergraph partitioning problem is to find disjoint subsets of its vertex set, V1 , . . . , Vk , called blocks, such that the blocks have roughly equal size and an
objective function involving the cut hyperedges is minimized, e.g. , the sum of the weights of those hyperedges that connect multiple blocks. The hypergraph partitioning problem has many important applications
in practice such as scientific computing or VLSI design [44]. In particular VLSI design is a field where small
improvements can lead to significant savings [60]. Hence, our focus in this work is on solution quality.
It is well known that the hypergraph partitioning problem (HGP) is NP-hard [40] so that mostly heuristic algorithms are used in practice. A successful heuristic to partition large hypergraphs is the multilevel
approach [16]. Here, the hypergraph is recursively contracted to obtain smaller hypergraphs which should
reflect the same basic structure as the input. After applying an initial partitioning algorithm to the smallest
hypergraph, contraction is undone and, at each level, a local search method is used to improve the partitioning induced by the coarser level. The intuition behind this approach is that a good partition at one level of
the hierarchy will also be a good partition on the next finer level. Hence, depending on the definition of the
neighborhood, local search algorithms are able explore local solution spaces very effectively in this setting.
However, they are also prone to get stuck in local optima [36]. The multilevel paradigm helps to some extent,
since local search has a more global view on the problem on the coarse levels and a very fine-grained view
on the fine levels of the multilevel hierarchy. In addition, as with many other metaheuristics, multilevel HGP
gives better results if several repeated runs are made with some measures taken to diversify the search.
Still even a large number of repeated executions can only scratch the surface of the huge space of
possible partitionings. In order to explore the global solution space extensively we need more sophisticated metaheuristics. This is where memetic algorithms (MAs), i.e. , genetic algorithms combined with
local search [37], come into play. Memetic algorithms allow for effective exploration (global search) and
exploitation (local search) of the solution space. The general idea behind genetic algorithms is to use mechanisms inspired by biological evolution such as selection, mutation, recombination and survival of the fittest.
A genetic algorithm (GA) starts with a population of individuals (in our case partitions of the hypergraph)
and evolves the population over several generational cycles (rounds). In each round, the GA uses a selection
rule based on the fitness of the individuals of the population to select good individuals and combines them to
obtain improved offspring [29]. When an offspring is generated an eviction rule is used to select a member of
the population to be replaced by the new offspring. For an evolutionary algorithm it is of major importance
to preserve diversity in the population [10], i.e., the individuals should not become too similar in order to
avoid a premature convergence of the algorithm. This is usually achieved by using mutation operations and
by using eviction rules that take similarity of individuals into account.
Several genetic and memetic hypergraph partitioning algorithms have already been proposed in the
literature [6,7,8,15,38]. However none of them is considered to be truly competitive with state-of-the-art
tools [19]. We believe that this is due to the fact that all of them employ flat (i.e., non-multilevel) partitioning
algorithms to drive the exploitation of the local solution space.
Our main contribution in this paper therefore is a technique that integrates a memetic algorithm with a
multilevel hypergraph partitioner. To this end, we present sophisticated recombination and mutation operators as well as a replacement rule that uses a problem specific similarity measure. In contrast to previous
work [6,7,8,15,38], which only considered small and outdated [1,3] ACM/SIGDA benchmark instances [46]
(dating back to the late 1980s), we perform extensive experiments on a large benchmark set containing hypergraphs from several application areas. Our experiments indicate that our algorithm is able to compute
partitions of very high quality and scales well to large networks. It performs better than KaHyPar, which
seems to be the current method of choice among the available hypergraph partitioning tools unless speed
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is more important than quality [30], and the state-of-the-art HGP tools hMetis [35,36] and PaToH [17]. In
a setting where competing algorithms get the same fairly large amount of time to compute a solution, our
new algorithm computes the best result on 648 out of the 700 benchmark instances. This is in contrast to
previous non-multilevel evolutionary algorithms for the problem, which are not considered to be competitive
with state-of-the-art tools [19].

2

Preliminaries

Notation and Definitions. An undirected hypergraph H = (V, E, c, ω) is defined as a set of n vertices
V and a set of m hyperedges/nets E with vertex weights c : V → R>0 and net weights ω : E → R>0 ,
where each net is a subset of thePvertex set V (i.e., e ⊆ V ).P
The vertices of a net are called pins. We extend
c and ω to sets, i.e., c(U ) :=
c(v)
and
ω(F
)
:=
v∈U
e∈F ω(e). A vertex v is incident to a net e if
v ∈ e. I(v) denotes the set of all incident nets of v. The set Γ (v) := {u | ∃ e ∈ E : {v, u} ⊆ e} denotes
the neighbors of v. The size |e| of a net e is the number of its pins. A k-waySpartition of a hypergraph
H is a partition of its vertex set into k blocks Π = {V1 , . . . , Vk } such that ki=1 Vi = V , Vi 6= ∅ for
1 ≤ i ≤ k and Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for i 6= j. We use b[v] to refer to the block of vertex v. We call a k-way partition
)
Π ε-balanced if each block Vi ∈ Π satisfies the balance constraint: c(Vi ) ≤ Lmax := (1 + ε)d c(V
k e
for some parameter ε. Given a k-way partition Π, the number of pins of a net e in block Vi is defined as
Φ(e, Vi ) := |{v ∈ Vi | v ∈ e}|. For each net e, Λ(e) := {Vi | Φ(e, Vi ) > 0} denotes the connectivity
set of e. The connectivity of a net e is the cardinality of its connectivity set: λ(e) := |Λ(e)|. A net is
called cut net if λ(e) > 1. The k-way hypergraph partitioning problem is to find an ε-balanced k-way
partition Π of a hypergraph H that minimizes an objective function over the cut nets for some ε. Several
objective functions
P cost functions are the cut-net
Pexist in the literature [5,40]. The most commonly used
metric cut(Π) := e∈E 0 ω(e) and the connectivity metric (λ − 1)(Π) := e∈E 0 (λ(e) − 1) ω(e), where E 0
is the set of all cut nets [24,26]. Optimizing both objective functions is known to be NP-hard [40]. In this
paper, we use the connectivity-metric (λ − 1)(Π). Contracting a pair of vertices (u, v) means merging v
into u. The weight of u becomes c(u) := c(u) + c(v). We connect u to the former neighbors Γ (v) of v by
replacing v with u in all nets e ∈ I(v) \ I(u) and remove v from all nets e ∈ I(u) ∩ I(v). Uncontracting a
vertex u reverses the contraction.
2.1

Related Work

Overview. Driven by applications in VLSI design and scientific computing, HGP has evolved into a broad
research area since the 1990s. We refer to [5,11,44,54] for an extensive overview. In the following, we focus on issues closely related to the contributions of our paper. Memetic algorithms (MAs) were introduced
in [42] and formalized in [45] as an extension to the concept of genetic algorithms (GAs) [31]. While GAs
effectively explore the global solution space, MAs additionally allow for exploitation of the local solution
space by incorporating local search methods into the genetic framework. We refer to [43] for an introduction
to memetic algorithms. While several genetic and memetic flat (i.e., non-multilevel) hypergraph partitioning
algorithms have been proposed in the literature, none of them is considered to be truly competitive with
state-of-the-art tools [19]. Well-known multilevel HGP software packages with certain distinguishing characteristics include PaToH [17] (originating from scientific computing), hMetis [35,36] (originating from
VLSI design), KaHyPar [2,30,52] (general purpose, n-level), Mondriaan [57] (sparse matrix partitioning),
MLPart [4] (circuit partitioning), Zoltan [25], Parkway [55], and SHP [34] (distributed), UMPa [56] (directed hypergraph model, multi-objective), and kPaToH (multiple constraints, fixed vertices) [9].
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Evolutionary Hypergraph Partitioning. Saab and Rao [47] present an evolution-based approach for solving
a k-way multi-objective, multi-constraint hypergraph partitioning problem. Since the algorithm only works
with one individual, it does not use any recombination operators. Instead, the solution initially generated
via bin packing is evolved using a randomized algorithm that moves vertices to different blocks if their
gain is greater than some random value. Hulin [33] provides a GA that uses a coding scheme specifically
tailored to circuit bipartitioning along with crossover and mutation operations that respect the coding. Bui
and Moon [15] present a steady-state MA for ratio cut bipartitioning of hypergraphs, which uses a weak
variation of the FM algorithm [28] as local search engine. To improve the performance of the crossover
operation, a preprocessing step re-indexes the vertices by the visiting order of a weighted depth first search
on the clique-representation [32] of the hypergraph. Areibi [6] present a memetic algorithm that combines
a GA with a modified version of Sanchis’ k-way FM algorithm [48]. Areibi and Yang [7] enhance the MA
presented in [6] with a preprocessing step that clusters and contracts vertices to reduce the complexity of the
hypergraphs. Furthermore, the initial population contains both random as well as good solutions generated
using the GRASP heuristic [27]. Armstrong et al. [8] propose a k-way MA that performs crossover, mutation
and local search on multiple individuals in parallel. The traditional FM algorithm [28] and Sanchis’ kway FM version [48] are used for local search. Kim et al. [38] present a steady-state MA for hypergraph
bipartitioning, which uses a modified FM algorithm that works with lock-gains [39]. Note that none of these
algorithms makes use of the multilevel paradigm.
Evolutionary Graph Partitioning. We refer to the survey of Kim et al. [37] for a general overview and more
material on genetic approaches for graph partitioning. Soper et al. [53] provide the first algorithm that combined an evolutionary search algorithm within a multilevel graph partitioner. Here, crossover and mutation
operators compute edge biases based on the input individuals. A similar approach based on perturbations
of edge weights has been used by Delling et al. [23]. Benlic et al. [13] provide a multilevel memetic algorithm for balanced graph partitioning. PROBE [18] is a metaheuristic which can be viewed as a genetic
algorithm without selection. It outperforms other metaheuristics, but it is restricted to the case k = 2 and
ε = 0. KaHIP [51] contains KaFFPaE [50], which has a general recombine operator framework based on a
multilevel algorithm.
2.2 k-way Hypergraph Partitioning using KaHyPar
Since our memetic algorithm builds on top of the KaHyPar framework, we briefly review its core components. While traditional multilevel HGP algorithms contract matchings or clusterings and therefore work
with a coarsening hierarchy of O(log n) levels, KaHyPar instantiates the multilevel paradigm in the extreme
n-level version, removing only a single vertex between twoPlevels. Vertex pairs (u, v) to be contracted are determined using the heavy-edge rating function r(u, v) := e∈E 0 ω(e)/(|e| − 1), where E 0 := {I(u) ∩ I(v)}.
The coarsening process stops as soon as the number of vertices drops below a certain threshold or no more
contractions are possible. The framework currently contains two coarsening algorithms. The first algorithm [52] contracts vertices in decreasing rating score order using a priority queue to store and update
the ratings. The second algorithm [2] immediately contracts each vertex with its highest-rated neighbor in
random order. After coarsening, a portfolio of simple algorithms is used to create an initial partition of the
coarsest hypergraph. During uncoarsening, strong localized local search heuristics based on the FM algorithm [28,48] are used to refine the solution by moving vertices to other blocks in the order of improvements
in the optimization objective. The framework provides a recursive bisection algorithm to optimize the cutnet metric (KaHyPar-R [52]) as well as a direct k-way algorithm to optimize the (λ − 1) metric (KaHyParK [2]). Recently, Heuer and Schlag [30] integrated an improved coarsening scheme into KaHyPar-K that
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incorporates global information about the structure of the hypergraph into the coarsening process. It uses
community detection in a preprocessing step and prevents inter-community contractions during coarsening.
This version is referred to as KaHyPar-CA. Unless mentioned otherwise, we use the default configurations
provided by the authors1 .

3

Memetic Multilevel Hypergraph Partitioning

We now explain the components of our memetic multilevel hypergraph partitioning algorithm. Given a
hypergraph H and a time limit t, the algorithm starts by creating an initial population of P individuals,
which in our case correspond to ε-balanced k-way partitions of H. The population size |P| is determined
dynamically by first measuring the time tI spend to create one individual. Then P is chosen such that the
time to create |P| individuals is a certain percentage δ of the total running time t: |P| := max(3, min(50, δ ·
(t/tI ))), where δ is a tuning parameter. The lower bound on the population size is chosen to ensure a
certain minimum of diversity, while the upper bound is used to ensure convergence. In contrast to previous
approaches [6,8,15,33,38] the population is not filled with randomly generated individuals, but high-quality
solutions computed by KaHyPar-CA.
To judge the fitness of an individual we use the connectivity (λ − 1)(Π) of its partition Π. The initial
population is evolved over several generational cycles using the steady-state paradigm [22], i.e., we generate only one offspring per generation. Our two-point and multi-point recombination operators described in
Section 3.1 improve the average quality of the population by effectively combining different solutions to the
HGP problem. In order to sufficiently explore the global search space and to prevent premature convergence,
it is important to keep the population diverse [10]. This becomes even more relevant in our case, since with
KaHyPar-CA we use powerful heuristics to exploit the local solution space. Previous work on evolutionary
algorithms for HGP [7,8,15,33,38] used simple mutations that change the block of each vertex uniformly at
random with a small probability. In contrast to these simple, problem agnostic operators, we propose mutation operators based on V-cycles [59] that exploit knowledge of the problem domain and create offspring
solutions in the vicinity of the current population. Furthermore in Section 3.3 we propose a replacement
strategy which considers fitness and similarity to determine the individual to be evicted from the population.
3.1

Recombination Operators

The evolutionary algorithms for HGP presented in Section 2.1 use simple multi-point crossover operators
which split the parent partitions into several parts and then combine these parts to form new offspring (see
Figure 1 (a)). Since these operators do not take the structure of the hypergraph into account, offspring
solutions may have considerably worse fitness than their parents. By generalizing the recombine operator
framework presented in [50] from graphs to hypergraphs, our two-point recombine operators described in
this section assure that the fitness of the offspring is at least as good as the best of both parents. The edge
frequency based multi-point recombination operator described afterwards gives up this property, but still
generates good offspring.
Two-Point Recombine. The operator starts with selecting parents for recombination using binary tournament
selection (without replacement) [14]. Two individuals I1 and I2 are chosen uniformly at random from P and
the individual with better fitness (i.e., lower (λ − 1) objective) becomes the first parent P1 . This process is
then repeated to determine the second parent P2 . A tournament size of two is chosen to keep the selection
pressure low and to avoid premature convergence, since all our individuals already constitute high-quality
solutions. Both individuals/partitions are then used as input of a modified multilevel partitioning scheme as
1

https://github.com/SebastianSchlag/kahypar/tree/master/config
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(a) simple 2-point crossover

(b) multilevel combine

P1
o
P2
Fig. 1: (a) Traditional, problem agnostic crossover operation to combine parent partitions P1 and P2 to
offspring o. (b) Recombination using modified multilevel coarsening to combine two partitions (dashed red
line and solid green line). Each cut net e remains in the coarse hypergraph and maintains its connectivity
λ(e) regarding both partitions.
follows: During coarsening, two vertices u and v are only allowed to be contracted if both parents agree
on the block assignment of both vertices, i.e., if b1 [u] = b1 [v] ∧ b2 [u] = b2 [v]. This is a generalization
from multilevel evolutionary GP, i.e. [50], where edges running between two blocks are not eligible for
contraction and therefore remain in the graph. In other words, our generalization allows two vertices of the
same cut net to be contracted as long as the input individuals agree that they belong to the same block.
For HGP, this restriction ensures that cut nets e remain in the coarsened hypergraph and maintain their
connectivity λ(e) regarding both partitions. This modification is important for our optimization objective,
because it allows us to use the partition of the better parent as initial partition of the offspring. Since we
can skip the initial partitioning phase and therefore do not need a sufficiently large number of vertices in the
coarsest hypergraph to compute a good initial partition [36], we alter the stopping criterion of the coarsening
phase such that it stops when no more contractions are possible. The high quality solution of the coarsest
hypergraph contains two different classes of vertices: Those for which both parent partitions agree on a
block assignment and those for which they don’t (see Figure 1 (b) for an example). During the uncoarsening
phase, local search algorithms can then use this initial partitioning to (i) exchange good parts of the solution
on the coarse levels by moving few vertices and (ii) to find the best block assignment for those vertices,
for which the parent partitions disagreed. Since KaHyPar’s refinement algorithms guarantee nondecreasing
solution quality, the fitness of offspring solutions generated using this kind of recombination is always at
least as good as the better of both parents.
Edge-Frequency Multi-Recombine. The operator described previously is restricted to recombine p = 2
partitions to improved offspring of nondecreasing quality. Sanders and Schulz [50] specifically restrict their
operators to this case, arguing that in the course of the algorithm a series of two-point recombine operations
to some extend emulates a multi-point recombine. We here present a reasonable multi-point recombine
operation to partially evaluate this hypothesis in our experimental evaluation. Our recombine operator uses
the concept of (hyper)edge frequency [60] to pass information about the cut nets of the t best individuals
in the population on to new offspring. The frequency f (e) of a net e hereby refers to the p
number of times
it appears in the cut in the t best solutions: f (e) := |{I ∈ t | λ(e) > 1}|. We use t = d |P|e, which is
a common value in evolutionary algorithms [23]. Our multi-recombine operator then uses this information
to create a new individual in the following way. The coarsening algorithm is modified to prefer to contract
vertex pairs (u, v) which share a large number of small, low-frequency nets. This is achieved by replacing
the standard heavy-edge rating function of KaHyPar with the rating function [60] shown in Eq. 1:
r(u, v) :=

1
c(v) · c(u)

X
e∈{I(v)∩I(u)}
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exp(−γf (e))
.
|e|

(1)

This rating function disfavors the contraction of vertex pairs incident to cut nets with high frequency,
because these nets are likely to appear in the cut of high quality solutions. The tuning parameter γ is used as
a damping factor. After coarsening stops, we compute an initial partition of the coarsest hypergraph using
KaHyPar’s initial partitioning algorithms and refine it during the uncoarsening and local search phase.
3.2

Mutation Operations and Diversification

We define two mutation operators based on V-cycles. All operators are applied to a random individual I
of the current population. The main idea of V-cycle based mutation operators is to reuse an already computed partition as input for the multilevel approach and to iterate coarsening and local search phases several
times using different seeds for randomization. This approach has been applied successfully in evolutionary
GP [50], therefore we also adopt it for HGP. Similar to the recombine operator described in Section 3.1,
the quality of the solution is maintained by only contracting vertex pairs (u, v) belonging to the same block
(b[u] = b[v]). By distinguishing two possibilities for initial partitioning, we define two different mutation
operators: The first one uses the current partition of the individual as initial partition of the coarsest hypergraph and guarantees nondecreasing solution quality. The second one employs KaHyPar’s portfolio of initial
partitioning algorithms to compute a new solution for the coarsest hypergraph. During uncoarsening, local
search algorithms improve the solution quality and thereby further mutate the individual. Since the second
operator computes a new initial partition which might be different from the original partition of I, the fitness
of offspring generated by this operator can be worse than the fitness of I.
3.3

Replacement Strategy

All recombination and mutation operators create one new offspring o. In order to keep the population diverse,
we evict the individual most similar to the offspring among all individuals whose fitness is equal to or worse
than o. Previous work on bipartitioning [15,38] used the Hamming distance as a metric to measure the
similarity between partitions. We propose a more sophisticated similarity measure that takes into account
the connectivity λ(e) of each cut net e. For each individual, we compute the multi-set D := {(e, m(e)) :
e ∈ E}, where m(e) := λ(e) − 1 is the multiplicity (i.e. number of occurrences) of e. Thus each cut
net e is represented λ(e) − 1 times in D. The difference of two individuals I1 and I2 is the computed as
d(I1 , I2 ) := |D1 D2 |, where is the symmetric difference.

4

Experimental Evaluation

System and Methodology. We implemented the memetic algorithm described in the previous section using
the latest version of the KaHyPar framework. The code is written in C++ and compiled using g++-5.2
with flags -O3 -mtune=native -march=native. We refer to the algorithm presented in this paper as
EvoHGP. All experiments are performed on a cluster with 512 nodes, where each node has two Intel Xeon
E5-2670 Octa-Core (Sandy Bridge) processors clocked at 2.6 GHz, 64 GB main memory, 20 MB L3- and
8x256 KB L2-Cache and runs RHEL 7.4.
We compare EvoHGP with two different configurations of KaHy-Par-CA [30], as well as to the kway (hMetis-K) and the recursive bisection variant (hMetis-R) of hMetis 2.0 (p1) [35,36], and to PaToH
3.2 [17]. These HGP libraries were chosen because they provide the best solution quality [30,2]. The first
configuration of KaHyPar-CA corresponds to the default configuration as described in [30]. Since it is known
that global search strategies are more effective than plain restarts [49], we augment KaHyPar-CA with Vcycles (in a similar fashion as the first mutation operator) using a maximum number of 100 V-cycle iterations
6

per partitioner call. This new enhanced version of KaHyPar-CA constitutes the second configuration and is
referred to as KaHyPar-CA-V. hMetis and PaToH are configured as described in [30]. Since PaToH ignores
the random seed if configured to use the quality preset, we only report result of the default configuration
(PaToH-D). For all five algorithms we perform repeated runs using different random seeds for each run.
To evaluate the impact of different algorithmic components of our algorithm in Section 4.1 each EvoHGP configuration gets two hours time per test instance to compute a solution. For the final evaluation in
Section 4.2 all algorithms get eight hours time per test instance. In both cases, we perform five repetitions
with different seeds for each test instance and algorithm. Due to the large amount of computing time necessary to perform these experiments, we always partition 16 instances in parallel on a single node. We use the
arithmetic mean when averaging over solutions of the same instance and the geometric mean when averaging over different instances in order to give every instance a comparable influence on the final result. In order
to compare EvoHGP with the different algorithms, we present two kinds of plots: Convergence plots [50]
show the evolution of solution quality over time normalized by instance size, while performance plots [52]
are used to compare the best solutions of all algorithms on a per-instance basis.
Convergence Plots. We start by explaining how to compute the data for a single instance I, i.e., a k-way
partition of a hypergraph H. Whenever an algorithm computes a partition that improves the solution quality,
it reports a pair (t, (λ−1)), where the timestamp t is the currently elapsed time. For r repetitions with different seeds s, these r sequences TsI of pairs are merged into one sequence T I of triples (t, s, (λ − 1)), which
is sorted by the timestamp t. Since we are interested in the evolution of the solution quality, we compute the
I representing event-based average values. We start by computing the average connectivity c
sequence Tmin
I . We then
and the average time t using the first pair (t, (λ−1)) of all r sequences TsI and insert (t, c) into Tmin
I
sweep through the remaining entries (t, s, (λ − 1)) of T . Each entry corresponds to a partition computed at
timestamp t using seed s that improved the solution quality to (λ − 1). For each entry we therefore replace
the old connectivity value of seed s that took part in the computation of c with the new value (λ − 1), recomI . T I therefore represents the evolution of the average solution
pute c and insert a new pair (t, c) into Tmin
min
I , where each entry
quality c for instance I over time. In a final step, we create the normalized sequence Nmin
I
(t, c) in Tmin is replaced by (tn , c) where tn := t/tI and tI is the average time that KaHyPar-CA needs to
compute a k-way partition of H. Average values over multiple instances are then obtained as follows: All
I of pairs (t , c) are merged into a sequence N
sequences Nmin
n
min of triples (tn , c, I), which is then sorted by
tn . The final sequence SG presenting event-based geometric averages values is then computed as follows:
We start by computing the average normalized time tn and the geometric mean connectivity G over all inI and insert (t , G) into S . We then sweep through the remaining
stances I using the first value of all Nmin
n
G
entries of Nmin . For each entry (tn , c, I), we replace the old connectivity value of I that took part in the
computation of G with the new value c, recompute G and insert (tn , G) into SG . The sequence SG therefore
represents the evolution of the solution quality averaged over all instances and repetitions.
Performance Plots. These plots relate the smallest minimum connectivity of all algorithms to the corresponding connectivity produced by each algorithm on a per-instance basis. For each algorithm, these ratios
are sorted in increasing order. The plots use a cube root scale for both axes to reduce right skewness [20]
and show 1 − (best/algorithm) on the y-axis to highlight the instances were each partitioner performs badly.
A point close to one indicates that the partition produced by the corresponding algorithm was considerably
worse than the partition produced by the best algorithm. A value of zero therefore indicates that the corresponding algorithm produced the best solution. Points above one correspond to infeasible solutions that
violated the balance constraint. Thus an algorithm is considered to outperform another algorithm if its corresponding ratio values are below those of the other algorithm. In order to include instances with a cut of
zero into the results, we set the corresponding cut values to one for ratio computations.
7

Benchmark Instances. We evaluate our algorithm on a representative subset of 100 hypergraphs from
the benchmark set of Heuer and Schlag [30]2 , which contains instances from four benchmark sets: the
ISPD98 VLSI Circuit Benchmark Suite [3], the DAC 2012 Routability-Driven Placement Contest [58],
the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [21], and the international SAT Competition 2014 [12].
Sparse matrices are translated into hypergraphs using the row-net model [17], i.e., each row is treated as a
net and each column as a vertex. SAT instances are converted to three different representations: For literal
hypergraphs, each boolean literal is mapped to one vertex and each clause constitutes a net [44], while in
the primal model each variable is represented by a vertex and each clause is represented by a net. In the dual
model the opposite is the case [41]. The latter two models are more common in the SAT solving community
than the literal model proposed in [44]. All hypergraphs have unit vertex and net weights. An overview of
our benchmark sets is given in Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix A. To compare EvoHGP with the best competing
algorithms, all 100 hypergraphs are partitioned into k ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128} blocks with ε = 0.03. For
each hypergraph H and each value of k, a k-way partition H is considered to be one test instance, resulting
in a total of 700 instances. In order to save running time, we choose a subset of 25 hypergraphs shown in
Table 2, k = 32, and ε = 0.03 to evaluate the impact of different algorithmic components of our algorithm
(recombine and mutation operations) before we run the algorithms on the large benchmark set.
4.1

Influence of Algorithmic Components

2

The benchmark set was downloaded from http://algo2.iti.kit.edu/schlag/sea2017/.
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All configurations determine their population size P dynamically such that δ = 15% of the total time is spent
to create the initial population. According to the results of Wichlund and Aas [60],
the damping factor γ used for edge frequency
calculations is set to γ = 0.5. We use a naming scheme to refer to different configurations of
our algorithm. All configuration names start with
11000
EvoHGP followed by abbreviations for the added
recombine and mutation operations (multiple ab10800
Algorithm
breviations are used to add multiple operations).
KaHyPar-CA
KaHyPar-CA-V
Abbreviation +C refers to EvoHGP using two10600
EvoHGP+ER
EvoHGP+C
point recombine operations, +ER refers to EvoEvoHGP+C+ER
HGP using multi-recombine operations, and fiEvoHGP+C+M0.1
10400
EvoHGP+C+M0.5
nally +Mx adds mutation operations with a muEvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5
tation chance of x. Whenever a mutation operation is performed, both operators have a 50 percent
normalized time tn
change of being chosen. Figure 2 compares different configurations of EvoHGP. Of all configuFig. 2: Influence of EvoHGPs algorithmic components.
rations, EvoHGP+ER, which relies only on multipoint recombine operations, performs worst, being only slighthly better than KaHyPar-CA-V. Comparing
its performance with EvoHGP+C (which uses only two-point recombine operations), we can see that it
is indeed beneficial to guarantee nondecreasing solution quality for combine operations. However combining both recombination operators results in a performance similar to EvoHGP+C+M0.1 . This can be
explained by the fact that multi-recombines also act as mutation operator in that they don’t guarantee
nondecreasing performance. Due to the fact that the strong multilevel local search engine KaHyPar-CA
computes high quality solutions, we see that a significant amount of mutations is necessary to ensure diversity in the population. While EvoHGP+C+M0.1 (10% mutation chance performed best for evolutionary
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Fig. 3: Convergence plots for all instances and for different values of k.
graph partitioning in [50]) performs equally well as EvoHGP+C+ER, increasing the mutation rate to 50%
(EvoHGP+C+M0.5 ) improves the overall performance of the algorithm. Moreover, we see that using both recombination operators and mutations (EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5 ) also performs well. Since EvoHGP+C+M0.5
and EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5 show the best convergence behavior, we restrict ourselves to these configurations
for the remaining experiments performed in the paper.
4.2 Evaluation
We now switch to our large benchmark set to evaluate the performance of the different algorithms under
consideration. Table 1 and Figure 3 compare the performance of our memetic algorithms with repeated
executions of KaHyPar-CA and KaHyPar-CA-V. When looking at convergence plots, note that KaHyParCA-V starts later than all other algorithms and has an initially better solution quality. This is due to the fact
it uses up to 100 V-cycles before reporting the first solution. The improvements of our memetic algorithms
increase with increasing k. This is expected as the search space of possible partitionings increases with the
number of blocks. Looking at Table 1, we see that both memetic algorithms on average outperform the
best partitioner currently available (KaHyPar-CA), culminating in an improvement of 5.4% for k = 128.
Furthermore both EvoHGP+C+M0.5 and EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5 are able to improve upon the new V-cycling
version KaHyPar-CA-V for all values of k and performs 3% better on average than KaHyPar-CA-V for
k ≥ 32. While the difference in solution quality between both memetic algorithms is small on average,
a Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test [61] (using a 1% significance level) reveals that the improved
solution quality of EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5 is statistically significant (Z = −2.992857, p = 0.002763795).
This is also confirmed by the performance plot shown in Figure 4 (left).
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Table 1: Average improvement in connectivity metric over both KaHyPar-CA and the new version KaHyParCA-V.
KaHyPar-CA vs. EvoHGP KaHyPar-CA-V vs. EvoHGP
k +C+M0.5 +C+ER+M0.5 +C+M0.5
+C+ER+M0.5
3.3%
0.9%
1.3%
2.7%
3.5%
4.3%
4.9%
5.4%

3.4%
0.9%
1.4%
2.9%
3.6%
4.6%
5.0%
5.4%

2.4%
0.4%
1.0%
2.0%
2.6%
3.5%
3.6%
3.7%
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Fig. 4: Performance plots comparing the two final configurations of our evolutionary algorithm (left) and the
best configuration of EvoHGP to the strongest non-evolutionary algorithms (right). EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5
outperforms the non-evolutionary algorithms on almost all instances.

Looking at the performance plot that compares the strongest non-evolutionary algorithms with the
strongest memetic configuration in Figure 4 (right), we see that EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5 performs significantly better than all other algorithms. It produces the best partitions for 648 of the 700 instances. It is
followed by KaHyPar-CA-V (107), KaHyPar-CA (79), hMetis-R (55), hMetis-K (46), and PaToH-D (35).
Note that for some instances, multiple partitioners computed the same solution. Comparing the best solutions of EvoHGP+C+ER+M0.5 to each partitioner individually, it produced better partitions than PaToH-D,
hMetis-K, hMetis-R, KaHyPar-CA, KaHyPar-CA-V in 661, 644, 636, 609, 585 cases, respectively.
This shows that even a large number of repeated executions helps only partially to explore the huge
space of possible partitionings. By combining effective exploration (global search) with exploitation (in our
case using powerful n-level HGP algorithms) our memetic algorithm can effectively help to break out of
local minima and hence explore the global solution space more extensively.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

EvoHGP is the first multilevel memetic algorithm to tackle the balanced hypergraph partitioning problem.
Key components of our contribution are new effective multilevel recombine and mutation operations that
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incorporate information about the best solutions in the coarsening process and provide a large amount of
diversity. Experiments comparing EvoHGP with a V-cycling version of KaHyPar-CA and the well known
HGP tools hMetis and PaToH indicate that our evolutionary algorithm computes by far the best solutions on
almost all instances. This confirms our conjecture that previous attempts to solve the HGP problem using
memetic algorithms failed to be competitive with state-of-the-art tools because (i) only flat partitioning
algorithms were used to drive the exploitation phase and (ii) evolutionary operators were problem agnostic
and thus did not incorporate enough structural information into the algorithm. We therefore believe that
EvoHGP is helpful in a wide area of application areas in which solution quality is of major importance.
In the future, it would be interesting to apply EvoHGP in such application areas and to try other domain
specific recombine operators that offer more specific knowledge of the application domain. In addition, it
may be worth to investigate shared-memory parallelization as in [8] or a distributed memory parallelization
based on islands as in [50]. Lastly, we plan to integrate our algorithm in the KaHyPar framework.
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Benchmark Hypergraphs

Table 2: Basic properties of our small benchmark subset.
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Table 3: Basic properties of our large benchmark subset.
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